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1. Introduction and main results 
In the note [2] we studied an extremum problem based on the Lp norm 
(1 dp<m). In this second note, which may be read independently of [2], 
we consider the similar problem for ~=CXJ. A description of the problem 
is as follows. 
In R, let 
(1.1) U: -&5~5Q, (v=l, . . . . n), 
be the unit cube, centered at the origin 0, within which we consider the 
motion r, of a point P= P(t) ( - 00 <t < m) that moves like a billiard 
ball (b.b.), i.e. the motion is rectilinear and uniform and is reflected in 
the usual way on striking any of the 2n faces x,= f 4 of U. We introduce 
in R, = {xl, z= (xi, . . ., xn), the L, norm 
We restrict the b.b. motion I’,: P=P(t), by requiring that it should not 
be contained entirely within any hyperplane XV= const., and call such 
motions non-trivial. We denote by (r,) the path of the motion r,. 
PROBLEM. To determine the largest open cube 
(1.3) ll4l,<e~ 
with the property that the cubical shell 
(1.4) @n~llxllm~~ 
should contain the entire path (m) of some non-trivial billiard ball motion r,,. 
To familiarize the reader with the problem and its solution, I mention 
first the result for the plane case when n= 2. We will see that es= 4. 
Sponsored by the United Stakes Army under Contract No.: DA-31-124-ARO- 
D-462. 
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That the plane set 4 d @II, 5 8 contains an entire path (F) is easily seen : 
Indeed, the plane b.b. motion I’s* whose path (I’s*) is the square having 
as vertices the midpoints of the four sides of the unit square U, is easily 
seen on a diagram to be contained within the square frame $5 [1x11,5*. 
Our main results are as follows. 
THEOREM 1. For all n 2 2 we have that 
THEOREM 2. The number N, of essentially dieerent billiard ball paths 
(m), corresponding to non-trivial motions I’,, which are contained within 
the cubical shell 
(1.6) 
is Jinite. 
In Part A we deal with a seemingly irrelevant problem of a combi- 
natorial arithmetic nature, the problem of n-chromes. However, this is 
only apparently so, for in Part B we show that the problem of Part A 
is equivalent to our extremum problem for billiard motions. We say that 
the b.b. motion r, is admissible, provided that its path (r,) is contained 
in the cubical shell (1.6). In $ 8 we uncover the connection between 
n-chromes and admissible paths. In the last $ 10 we derive the only two 
admissible paths (pa*) and (ps) in R3, and fig. 2 shows these paths in 
parallel projection. 
A. THE n-cmtoMos 
2. The problem and main result 
Let n be an integer 12 and let us consider the linear point-set 
K,={m5x<m+ k; m=O, fl, f.2, . ..} 
of half-open intervals of lengths = l/n. Observe that K, covers (l/n)th 
of the x-axis, having the mean density l/n. We procure ourselves n sets 
(2.2) 81, fh, *a*, &a, 
each S, being similar to K,,, a 11 placed somehow on the x-axis. The linear 
ratio of similitude of S, to K, may well depend on Y and is arbitrary. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that the collection (2.2) foms an n-chrome x,,, 
provided that they satisfy the two conditions 
(2.3) c&=R, where R=(-oo, CO), 
i-1 
(2.4) St n Sj=(b if i# j. 
In words: The sets (2.2) cover R without gaps or overlaps. 
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The term “n-chrome” is justified as follows: We procure ourselves n 
pairwise distinct colors cl, CZ, . .., Cn, and think of all intervals of & as 
painted with the same color ct. The entire n-chrome 
G-w Xn={&, fl2, ---9&s} 
contains all n colors, each with the same mean density l/n. We will 
sometimes refer to a set 8, as a monochrome. 
It seems more pictures que to transfer the color c( to the entire set of 
congruent rectangles St x (0 I y 5 l}. The n colors are thereby transferred 
to the entire strip 0 $ y s 1, the strip resembling a kind of neckties fa&ion- 
able in the 1950’s and called Madras ties *). 
EXAMPLES. The simplest n-chrome is obtained if all sets (2.2) are 
pairwise congruent. If we then place them consecutively on R, they 
evidently fit nicely together so as to satisfy (2.3) and (2.4). For n=5 
we obtain a periodic chrome, two periods of which look as follows 
WY n=5: 1234512345 
Here “1” stands for the color cl a.s.f. This example shows the existence 
of an n-chrome for every n. It is also the only n-chrome if n = 2, disre- 
garding similitudes and permutations of colors. However, already for n = 3 
there are other possibilities like 
I I I I 
(2.7) n=3: 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 
and this, besides the n= 3 analogue of (2.6), exhaust all possibilities. 
The main result of the present Part A is the following 
THEOREM 3. The number N, of distinct n-chromoq disregarding simili- 
tudes and permutattins of colors, is Jinite. 
For orientation we exhibit two further chromes: 
I I I I 
P-8) n=4: 12 3 12 4 12 3 12 4 
P-9) n=6: 
I II I II I II I II I II I II 
1325 421 625 321 425 62 
The number of distinct possibilities soon becomes large. We do not have 
a method whereby we can generate all distinct n-chromes for a given 
value of a. 
*) In January of 1973 they were unavailable in Madras, India. This should 
not detract from our interest in chromes. 
18 Indagationes 
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3. Properties of n-chromes 
We describe these in several lemmas. Let 
(3.1) 
1 
94) = 
if 05t<t, mod 1, 
0 otherwise 
denote the characteristic function (c.f.) of the set (2.1). The cf. of the 
monochrome S, is therefore @, t +a*), for appropriate k> 0 and a,,. The 
conditions (2.3) and (2.4) of the Definition 1 of an n-chrome immediately 
furnish the following 
LEMMA 1. Every n-chrome xn gives rise to an identity of the form 
(3.2) $ q&t+%)=1 for all real t, 
and conversely, every identity (3.2) gives rise to the n-chrorno x,,= {Si, . . . . S,} 
such that 
(3.3) S”=(t;~(&t++)=l). 
EXAMPLES. 1. The identity (3.2) corresponding to the n-chrome of 
the type of (2.6) is evidently 
% y (t + $) = 1 for all t. 
Here we have assumed that all S, are congruent to the set (2.1). 
2’. In the 3-chrome (2.7) we assume the intervals of Si to have their 
widths =$. The c.fs. of Si, SZ, Ss are then seen to be g(t), q(@+az), 
tp(& +a~), respectively, for appropriate a+ They will fit together if we 
choose v(t), cp(+(t -+)), cp(i(t + 8)). Due to the periodicity of pi(t) we may 
also write the resulting identity as 
(3.5) v(t) +9(&t + jj) +v(+t + 4) = 1 for all t. 
We shall use Lemma 1 in Part B. 
In the following we study two arbitrary monochromes SI and SZ, defined 
bY 
(3.6) S$={t;qQ+ t+Q)=l} (i=l, 2) 
without reference to any possible ohromo x,,. The widths wt of the intervals 
of Sg are found to be ZQ= l/(n&) (;= 1, 2). 
LEMMA 2. If the monochromes (3.6) are non-overlqping, i.e. 
(3.7) S1 n &=O 
(3.8) 
W 
- =a rational number. 
WI 
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PROOF: By a change of origin and scale we may assume that WI= 1, 
and also that 
(3.9) the intervals of Si are [vn, vn+ l), for all integers Y. 
Furthermore, for an appropriate a, that 
(3.10) the intervals of SZ are [a +,unws, a+pnws + WZ), 
where ,G runs through all the integers. From (3.9), (3.10), and (3.7), we 
conclude that we never have the double inequality vn< a+pnws < vn + 1, 
or 
(3.11) v<;+pwz<v+;. 
This shows that ws is rational, for if ws were irrational, we could surely 
find, by Kronecker’s theorem (See [l, Chapter 23]), an integer ,u (in fact 
infinitely many) so that 
O<f&we<$ mod 1. 
Again, let the monochromes 81, Ss, satisfy (3.7). By Lemma 2 we may 
assume their widths wi, WZ, to be integers 
(3.12) wr=p,, wz=q, such that @,q)=l. 
LEMMA 3. For the widths p and q of the non-overlapping monochromes 
&, 6’2, we have the inequalities 
(3.13) pen, q<n, and p,fqgn. 
PROOF : 1. Let us first assume that somewhere an interval 11 of 81, 
and Is of SZ, are adjacent. Shifting origin we may even assume that 
(3.14) 
It follows that 
I1=P,P), Iz=[p,p+q). 
and that 
the intervals of S1 are [vnp, vnp+p), 
the intervals of S2 are [p +,unq, p +,unq+ q). 
where ,u, v are integers. From (3.7) we conclude that we can never have 
that vnp up +,unq<vn~ +p. Rewriting the first and second inequality we 
infer that 
(3.15) we can never have (vp -,aq)n dp and pq <vp simultaneously. 
This proves that 
(3.16) p<n, 
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for if n 5p, and we choose p, v, such that VP -,uq= 1, then both inequalities 
(3.15) would hold, which is impossible. From the evident symmetry 
between Si and S’s (we just reverse the positive direction of the t-axis!) 
we conclude that 
(3.17) q<n. 
However, from (3.7) we also infer that we can never have that 
As above we conclude that 
(3.18) we can never have p < (vp-pq)n and (vp-pq)n<p+q. 
This establishes the last inequality (3.13), for if n -CP +q, we could produce 
both inequalities (3.18), by (3.16) on choosing v, ,u, suoh that vr, -,uq= 1. 
2. Let us now drop the assumption that Si and Ss have somewhere 
adjacent intervals. Observe that Si in a set of congruent and equidistant 
intervals having the period n(p. Also that Ss is a set of the same kind having 
the period nq. It follows that their union Si u Ss is a set having the 
period nm, where m= b, q] is the 1.c.m. of p and q. However, in this case 
of the set Si u Ss which is periodic, it is perfectly clear that by keeping 
the set Si fixed and translating with preservation of (3.7), the set Ss 
on the t-axis until it has an interval adjacent to an interval of 81, we 
have reduced the problem to the previous case, and this establishes 
Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let 
(3.19) xn=(&, --a, &a> 
be an n-chrom. The widths WI, . . . . w,, of its intervala may be chosen uniquely 
so as to be integers satisfying the relation 
(3.20) (Wl, wz, . ..) w,)= 1. 
The integers wV satisfy the inequalities 
(3.21) wVl(n-l)n-l (v=l, . . . . n). 
PROOF : That the wV may be chosen uniquely as integers satisfying 
(3.20) follows from Lemma 2, if we apply it to each pair Si, Sr (i = 2, . . . , n). 
There remains to establish (3.21). 
We change scale so as to have wi’ = 1, and by Lemma 3 we know that 
(3.22) 
where 
(3.23) 
wi=l, w;=E (i=2, . . . . n) 
r)(<n, qi<n (i=2, . . . . n). 
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‘Multiplying all relations (3.22) by &=qs . . . q,, we obtain 
(3.24) ~1” = Q, w” =pi(Q/qd, 
and now (3.23) shows that w(“s (n- l)n-1 for all i. Since the wt”, as given 
by (3.24), are integers, they must be integral multiples of the wi satisfying 
(3.20). Therefore w~~w~” and (3.21) are established. 
4. The periodicity of n-chromes 
For applications in Part B we determine the value of the period P(x,) 
of an n-chrome Xn= {&, . . . . S,} and also the number iV(xn) of intervals 
of xn within a period. Let the widths w, be relatively prime integers. 
The monochrome I!$ has the period nw, and this implies 
LEMMA 5. The period of an a-chrome x,, with integer, and relatively 
prime widths w,, is given by 
(4-l) P(xn)=nW, where W=[wl, . . . . w,] is the 1.c.m. of the w,. 
Applying this, we find that the chromes (2.6), (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9), 
have the periods 5, 6, 8 and 36, respectively. We now ask: What is the 
number N&J of intervals of x,, within a period? 
LEMMA 6. The number of intervals of x,, within a period is given by 
Evidently so, because the number of intervals of S, in a period is 
‘clearly = n W/(nw,) = W/wV. For the four chromes mentioned above we find 
that N(x)=~, 4, 6, and 18, respectively. 
5. A proof of Theorem 3 
A proof follows immediately from Lemma 4 and the periodioity of an 
n-chrome x,, with integer widths satisfying (3.20) and (3.21). By Lemma 5 
we know that x,, has the period P(x,) = n W, where W = [WI, . . . , w,] is below 
aJixed bound, because of (3.21). This amply implies the truth of Theorem 3. 
6. An improved dejinition of n-chromes 
The improvement consists in dropping the second assumption (2.4) in 
the Definition 1. This we state as 
LEMMA 7. If the sets SI, . . . . S,, of the t-axis, are all similar to the set 
(2.1), and are such that 
(6.1) 
then 
(6.2) 
ij &=R 
1 
St n S,=P) if i+j. 
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PROOF: Using the function (3.1), let &$t+a) be the c.f. of the set S,. 
The assumption (6.1) may then be stated by the inequality 
(6.3) f(t) -i & t+u,) 2 1 for all real t. 
1 
Defining the mean value by 
M(f) = lim Tea, f [ f(t)& 
we conclude from (3.1) that 1M(f)=~:M(p1(3,t+~))~Cl/r,=l or 
(64 M(f) = 1. 
Let us assume that 
(64 SI n &z(d 
and show that this contradicts (6.4). Without loss of generality we may 
assume that the width of the intervals of S1 is WI = l/n, and that I;= [0, l/n) 
is one of the intervals of Si. Let 1s = [a, a + ws) be the interval of S’s which 
has a common subinterval I= (01, p), a</?), with 11: f C 11 n 1s. This is 
also expressed by the inequalities 
(6.6) o<a<p<;, a<n</ka+wz. 
Observe that q(t) has the period 1, and therefore also the set Sl is periodic 
with period 1. It follows that 
(6.7) 1,=(01+~, 16s~) CS, for all integers Y. 
The set S’s has the period nws and 
(6-8) the intervals of S’s are Iz,~= [a+pnwz, a+,unwz+wz). 
We distinguish two cases depending on the nature of WZ. 
CASE 1: w2 =p/q is rational. Choosing in (6.8) ,u = qs, where s is an 
integer, we obtain the sequence of intervals of S’s 
[afsnp, a+snp+w2), (s=O, 1, . ..). 
From the second inequality (6.6) we see that this interval contains the 
interval rasp, hence 
Lnp C Sl n S2 for all s. 
If t E u Lnp, then clearly q(t) + 9~(&- t + as) = 2 and therefore 
(6.9) * f(t) 1.2. 
This, however, clearly contradicts (6.4). 
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CASE 2: w2 is irrational. Let y = (a +!)/2, hence a < y < /?. Let us ask: 
Which intervals (6.8) are such that their left endpoint is in (IX, y) mod 1’1 
Equivalently : 
(6.10) For what ,u,v do we have a+v<a+pnws<y+v? 
We ask this, because if ,u, v, satisfy these inequalities, then 
(y+v, B+v) c12,, 
and therefore 
(6.11) (Y+v, @+v) C SI n S2. 
However, the inequalities of (6.10) amount to 
(6.12) a<a+pnws<y, mod 1, 
and from the uniform distribution of the numbers a +,unw2 (mod l), we 
know that (6.12), and therefore (6.11) holds for an infinite sequence of 
values of v having a positive density. As in Case 1, this contradicts (6.4). 
B. THE EXTREMTJM PROBLEM FOR BILLIARD BALL MOTIONS 
7. The billiard ball motions 
To begin with we need a convenient explicit expression for the b.b. 
motion r,: P= P(t). This is obtained if we use as auxilliary function 
the so-called linear Euler spline (x) defined by 
(7-l) (x)= x 1 
if -*IxI;+, 
l-x if *5xSQ, 
and the requirement of periodicity 
(7.2) (2+2)=(z) for all real x. 
The graph of (2) is shown in fig. 1. If the initial motion of P(t), for values 
Fig. 1. 
of t near t = 0, is along the line 
(7.3) L: cG.=~t+&., (v=l, . . . . n), 
then we find that the b.b. motion I’,, is defined for all real t by the equation 
(7.4 r,: Xv=(k.t+ay), (-cx2<t<cm). 
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The requirement of $ 1 that r, be non-trivial is expressed by asking that 
k # 0 for all Y. We introduce no further essential restrictions by assuming 
that 
(7.5) A,>0 for v=l, . . . . n, 
and shall henceforth say that r,, is non-trivial provided that (7.5) holds. 
8. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
Let 01, 0 <or c 1, be given and let 
(8.1) c,: -Q+ 4 <x9<&- f, (v= 1, . . . . n) 
be an open cube inside U, centered at 0 and having sides = 1 -a. We 
also consider the hollow cubical box 
(8.2) B,= U-C,, 
which is also defined by (+) - (a/2) 5 11~11,$8. Finally, let r= r, be a 
non-trivial b.b. motion (7.4), hence such that (7.5) holds. We say that 
the path (r) is a-admissible provided that (P) n 0, = c3, or equivalently, 
that 
(8.3) (I’) 5 Ba. 
In order to establish Theorem 1 we are to show that the least value 
of 1y for which there exist or-admissible paths is OL = l/n. To prove Theorem 2 
we are to show that for LY= l/n the number of distinct a-admissible paths 
is bite. These statements will become evident as soon as we restate 
our problem in terms of n-chromes, and this we obtain by reformulating 
the condition (8.3) as follows. 
Let % be an arbitrary vector with integer components, and let B, @ 7% 
denote the translate of the set B, by the vector %. We form the union 
(84 A,= U (B,@%) 
;;: 
of all these translates. Evidently A, is identical with the entire space R, 
from which all open cubes C, @ “m have been removed. In (7.3) we may 
assume that P(0) = (al, . . . . a,) is an interior point of the cube U, and let 
us consider the infinite line 
(8.5) L: ~=~t+~, (v=l, . ..) ?a; -ccJ<<<co), 
which carries the billiard ball P(t) for small values of t. 
We claim that 
w-v (r)CB, if and only if LCA, 
The easiest way to see this is to abandon for the moment the billiard ball 
and to argue in optical terms. Let us think of the faces of U as mirrors 
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and of L as the initial path of a ray of light, while (F) is the path of the 
ray reflected within U. The cubes U @ !$i are the successive images of 
U in the mirrors. We rely on the fact that C, is symmetric with respect 
to the center of U when we say that (r) will intersect C, if and only if 
L intersects some C, @ 5%. 
In order to reformulate the condition L CA,, we begin by observing 
that 
(8.7) 
1 
A,= the set of points x = (XI, , . ., x,) which are at a distance 
da/2 from the collection of hyperplanes 
(8.8) x=i+i (~=l, . . . . n; -oooo<ioo, i integer). 
It follows that we may also describe A, as follows: We define the slab 
of space 
q.*(a) = 1 x=(x1, . ..) x2); i-+-a-; gx,si+&+ 4 I , 
and for each fixed y we consider 
(8.10) Z(a)= 6 a&). 
i--CO 
Since .%(a) is the set of points at a distance ~a/2 from the sequence 
of planes x,=i+* (- oo<i<oo), it follows from (8.7) that we have the 
identity 
(8.11) A,= ; .X&x), 
r-1 
which will throw much light on our problem. Indeed, the inclusion L CA,, 
which is equivalent to the set equality L= L n A,, may, in view of (8.11), 
be written as 
L=L n i+j Z(a), or L= ij (L n L.(a)). 
1 1 
Therefore, if we write 
(8.12) S.(a)=L n Z(a), (v= 1, . . . . n), 
we may say, by (8.6), that 
(8.13) (I’) C B, if and only if L= 6 &(a). 
“Cl 
Here we pause for a moment to examine the situation. The set (8.10) 
is a sequence of parallel and equidistant slabs of space, one slab per unit 
distance along the x,.-axis, each slab of thickness cy. It follows that Z(o1) 
covers the space R, in the ratio of 01 : 1. Now (8.12) implies by elementary 
geometry that &(ol) is a sequence of congruent and equidistant intervals 
of the line L which cover L in the ratio of OL : 1. In other words, we may 
think of &(cr) as being a “monochrome”, the only difference being that 
the usual ratio of covering, which was 1 : n, is now replaced by a : 1. 
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Moreover, the second relation (8.13) requires the n “monochromes” S,(a) 
to really cover the line L without any gaps. 
From our experience with n-chromes (Part A) we know that the second 
relation (8.13), hence L= u S,(a), is impossible if a< l/n, the critical 
(least) value of 01 for which L= u S,(ol) is possible, being a= l/n. Let 
us therefore assume henceforth that 
1 
a=- 
n’ 
and write Clln = C, BI/, = B, Z( l/n) = .?G, A%( l/n) = I%. We also drop the 
term “( l/n)-admissible”, and say that the b.b. motion 
(8.16) r: x;=(&t+a*), (~=l, . . . . n; --<<<moo), 
is admissible provided that its path (r) is contained in the set 
(8.16) 
We have so far established the following: If the b.b. motion (8.15) is 
admissible, then the relation 
(8.17) L= ;1 S”, 
v-1 
where 
(8.18) &.=L n .z*, 
represents an n-chrome 
(8.19) &a={&, . . ..&a> 
on the line (8.5). We also know, by Lemma 7 of 5 6, that (8.17) implies that 
(8.20) St n Sj=Ib, if i#j, 
with the exception of isolated points where two intervals abbut. 
This shows that to each admissible motion (8.15) corresponds on L an 
n-chrome (8.19). 
Let us prove the converse: If we are given an n-chrome xla, then we can 
$nd an admissible b.b. motion (8.15), such that the corresponding n-chrome 
(8.17) on the line (8.5) is equivalent to the given n-chrome. 
PROOF : We define the characteristic function o(t) of the intervals 
(+)-1/(2n)~t~(&)+1/(2n), mod 1, hence 
(8.21) 
1 if 
1 1 a(t) = +-pia+g-$ mod 1, 
0 elsewhere. 
This is a translate of the function q(t), defined by (3.1), and Lemma 1 
holds also if we replace p(t) by o(t). Therefore, if we think of the line, 
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carrying the given n-chrome Xla, as the t-axis, then we know that we can 
find appropriate constants 
(8.22) h>O, -$IG<$, (~=l, . . . . n), 
such that for the given n-chrome 
(8.23) Xn={&, ***, &a} 
we have 
(8.24) S,={t; o(l,t+G)=l}, (~=l, . . . . n). 
We also know that we have the identity 
(8.25) $ o(n,t+a”)= 1 
for all t, except at the endpoints of the intervals of xn where the sum 
is =2. 
I claim that the b.b. motion 
(8.26) T: x,=(ht++), (v=l, . . . . n), 
is admissible and that its initial line 
(8.27) L: x,=ht+a* 
carries the n-chrome (8.23), where 
(8.28) S,=L n Z, (~=l, . . . . n). 
To prove this we first observe that our old set 6= Z( l/n) may also 
be defined in terms of the function u(t) by 
(8.29) ,z={x; Cl(X”)=l}. 
This will imply all that we want: 
(i) By (8.29) we see that the set L n Z is the set {t; ~(3, t+&) = l}, 
and this last set is identical with the set (8.24). This establishes (8.28). 
(ii) Let us show that the b.b. motion (8.26) is admissible, hence that 
(r) is in the set (8.16). Let t be an arbitrary but fixed value of t. From 
the identity (8.25) we conclude that for an appropriate Y we have 
~(3, t+G)= 1. From the definition (8.21) of u it follows that for an ap- 
propriate integer i we have 
A glance at the graph of (x) in fig. 1 shows that (8.30) implies that 
either &-- & S((n, t+aJS*, 
or else 
1 
-&5(Av t+a,)S -h+ n, 
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depending on whether the integer i in (8.30) is even or odd. In either 
case the point x,= (L t+cs), (v= 1, . . . . n) satisfies the inequalities 
and therefore (r) C B. 
At this point we have not only established the one-to-one correspondence 
between admissible paths (r) and n-chromes x,,, but have also found a 
procedure allowing us to determine the explicit equations of (I’), if x,, 
is given. We will illustrate this procedure in Q 10 and for future reference 
we restate it as 
THEOREM 4. If 
(8.31) Xn={&, a**, h&} 
is a prescribed n-chrome, and if x,, is described by the identity 
(8.32) f a(Lt++)=l. 
where A,, a,,, satisfy (8.22), then the wrrespnding b.b. motion is 
(8.33) r: G=(ht+G), (~=l, . . . . n). 
Using Theorem 3, it should be clear that we have amply demonstrated 
the Theorems 1 and 2. We also believe to have shown the usefulness of 
the linear Euler spline (2). 
9. On the nature of timissible paths 
Suppose that we have an identity of the form (8.32). What can we say 
about the nature of the correqxmding admissible path of (8.33) Z 
From Part A we know that the & of the identity (8.32) are proportional 
to n integers. This already shows that the motion (8.33) is periodic and 
that its path (r) is a closed polygon. Further insight into the structure 
of (r) is obtained if we assume that the widths w, = l/(r&) of the n-chrome 
(8.31) are integers wV such that (WI, . . . . w,,)= 1. It follows that we may 
replace the equations (8.33) by 
(9.1) r: xv=(--&t+aJ. Y 
By Lemma 5 of 4 4 we know that xn has the period P(x,) =n W, where 
W=[w1, . . . . w,]. This, however, is not the period of r, for on increasing 
t by n W we find that (nwV)-1 t +a, increases by W/wv, while at least one 
of the integers W/wv is bound to be odd (Indeed, if v is such that wr is 
divisible by the highest power of 2, 2’1~~ say, then also 2’1 W and 2d+1 j’ W, 
and therefore W/w. is certainly odd). The actual period of r is twice 
as long and is = 2nW. Therefore two consecutive periods of X% form a 
period of r. 
Let the line 
(9.2) L: %=kt+a, 
carry the n-chrome xn. We know that each period of xn contains 
N=i(W/wv) 
1 
intervals (Lemma 6). Let us consider along L two consecutive periods 
of Xn, and let 
(9.3) QiQ;, &i&i, . . . . Q&-l&k 
be the 2N intervals of xn contained in these two periods. Furthermore, 
let 
(94 PI, Pi, . . . , P&l, 
be the respective midpoints of the intervals (9.3). What are the images 
(for the same value of t) of these intervals (9.3) and points (9.4) on the 
path (P)? 
We know that each interval (9.3) is the intersection of L with one of 
the slabs of some Z. Let Q&&S= L n 04.“. But then its midpoint P; is 
in the plane having the equation 
q=*+j (j integer), 
and this shows that the image of Pi on (F) is a vertex Pr of the polygonal 
path (T). It follows that (F) is a closed polygon having 2N vertices and 
as many sides. 
This establishes our last 
THEOREM 5. The path (r) of the admissible motion (9.1) is a closed 
P0lYc-P 
(9.5) lI=P1Pz . . . P2N 
of 
(94 2N=2 2 (W/w,) 
r-1 
sides. Each side Pd Pi+1 (P ZN+I= PI) touches the boundury of the forbidden 
cube 
(9.7) 
in exactly one point Qg such thut 
(9.8) Pi &t-l = Pt Qt. 
The point Qi is in the interior of a (n-2)-dimensional face of the cube (9.7). 
We see that the polygon 17 is wrapped around the forbidden cube C 
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as tightly as its 2iV sides will allow. This property is reminiscent of the 
equi-oscillation properties of the best approximations in the sense of 
Chebyshev. 
10. Examples of admissible path 
Our examples are obtained by applying Theorem 4 of 3 8 to special 
n-chromes. 
(i) The “lucky shot” I’,*. Let X~ be the simplest n-chrome of the 
type of (2.6). The corresponding identity (8.32) is evidently 
(10.1) 
A 
L: ( 0 t+ 
v-l 
- =l, 
v-1 n > 
and (8.33) shows that the corresponding b.b. motion is 
r,*: x=(t+ v-1 ?), (v= 1, . . . . n). 
This is the “lucky shot” of [2, $31. r,* is the most remarkable b.b. motion 
as far as our extremum problems are concerned (See [2, Conjecture 1 
of $ 41). Here all wV=l, hence W=l, and (9.6) shows that (m*) is a 
closed polygon of 2n sides. For a direct proof of this see [2, $ 31, 
(ii) The two admissible motions in R3. The first of these is, of course, 
the hexagon 
(10.3) r3*: n=(t), xz=(t+&), z2=((t+#). 
As observed in 5 3 there is just one further 3-chrome, namely (2.2). 
Let us derive the corresponding b.b. motion which we denote by rs. 
We already derived the corresponding identity (3.5) in terms of the 
function (3.1) for n= 3. However, now we need the function o(t) defined 
Fig. 2. 
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by (8.21). For n= 3 we easily find the relation between v(t) and a(t) to be 
v(t) = o(t + 4). Using it we find that (3.5) becomes 
If we replace here t by t - 4 we obtain the desired identity 
(10.4) o(t) + o(@) + u(& + 4) = 1. 
Now Theorem 4 shows that the corresponding b.b. motion is 
(10.5) 25: x1=(t), x2=(@>, xa=(*t+*>. 
Here WI= 1, w2 = ws = 2, and therefore W = 2. By Theorem 7 we find that 
ps is a closed polygon of 2N = 2(2+ 1+ 1) = 8 sides, hence an octagon. 
In fig. 2 we show the two polygons rs* and ps in parallel projection. 
In fig. 2 we have marked the points where the sides of these polygons 
touch the boundary of the forbidden cube 
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